
NY Attorney General Underwood attempting to
protect Cuomo & sexual assault cover-ups

Enough is Enough- Governor Cuomo must be held
accountable for protecting countless sexual predators

Almost all sexual assault cases within
Cuomo’s agency that receives reports
disappear and are never reported to local
police and County DA’s

ALBANY, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES,
June 15, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
Jonathan Carey Foundation which
represents the countless sexual assault
and rape victims with disabilities has sent
three certified letters to Attorney General
Underwood within the last month seeking
immediate intervention, all have been
ignored. A personal request at the New
York State Capital of AG Underwood by
Michael Carey, the founder, has also
gone ignored. 

Literally, thousands of sexual assault and rape cases, which tragically is only a tiny percentage of
what is really going on behind closed doors within New York State’s extremely dangerous mental
health care system, are being covered-up. Governor Andrew Cuomo’s abuse hotline operated by his

The new Attorney General of
New York State, Barbara
Underwood is attempting to
protect Governor Cuomo and
his sexual predator cover-up
scheme.”
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people with disabilities and
their families

agency wrongfully titled the Justice Center is protecting and
shielding almost all sexual predators that prey on women and
children with disabilities that cannot speak or defend
themselves.

The new Attorney General of New York State, Barbara
Underwood is attempting to protect Governor Cuomo and his
sexual predator cover-up scheme. As the first woman to
achieve this high position of authority as New York’s Attorney
General it is outrageous and illegal what she is engaged in.
Federal investigations into these criminal cover-ups have
been requested. Sexual predators similar to Larry Nassar that
take advantage of individuals in the care of New York State

run wild within a system that one caught pedophile called “a predator’s dream.”
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